
                                 

JSAF Enoshima Olympic Week 2011 
Charter Boat Regulations 

1. A charter boat will be provided to a competitor who has requested before the race. 
2. The boat shall be checked when provided by a member of charter boat committee. 
3. Before closing this regatta the boat shall be returned as it was provided and be checked by a 

member of charter boat committee. 
4. Any modifications to the hull and equipment are not permitted. 
5. A competitor is required to use his/her own sail. 
6. A competitor may use his/her own equipment included in the followings: 

a) Spars and foils 
b) Tiller extension, rudder, blocks, ropes, sheets, wind indicator, a set of boom bang, a set of 

trapeze system (470 class only) 
c) A compass to be tied or taped to the hull or spars 
d) Other equipment, but does not damage the charter boat or spars 

7. No request to redress can be made due to lack or damage of the charter boat and equipment, 
except that the protest committee admits the reason is valid. 

8. A competitor shall report to the organizing committee when the charter boat or equipment is 
lack or damaged. 

9. A damage deposit for a charter boat is 20,000JPY. If the boat or spars are not damaged, it will 
be fully returned after this regatta completed. 

10. The following items are required to be carried by competitors 
Prepared by competitors: 
Class Mandatory items Necessary items unless renting from charter boat 

committee 
470 Life jacket 

Trapeze harness 
Main sail 
Jib sail 
Spinnaker 

Main sheet 
Jib sheet 
Spin sheet 
A set of trapeze system 
Note:  
A shape a tang hole depends on a type of the mast. 
Your trapeze wires (T hook or J hook) could be used if 
they are fitted to the mast 

Laser  Life jacket 
Main sail 

Main sheet 
Boom bang system 

Promise 
I will be comply with this Charter Boat Regulation and agree to compensate for any losses and 
damages of the boat or equipment during my use. 
 
Date  Name (printed)   Signature 
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